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It’s good to be back from our winter break and
back in the lab! I am excited to introduce our
STEAM lab pet Dart the Bearded Dragon! Dart
made her day view shortly after Christmas
break. And wow is she popular! The kids just
love her! Dart will be traveling back and forth
with me as she adjusts to her new habitat and
schedule . She has a big job in the lab and
that is to be a reptile ambassador for all
things scaly. As Dart grows we will be looking
to upgrade her habitat at about 6 months of
age. As of right now it is pretty bare minimum.
If you have any reptile habitat stu� lying
around the house and would like to donate it
to STEAM I would be happy to put it to good
use. Some things Dart will need as she grows
are:
50 or more gallon reptile enclosure. T8 or T5
UVB Long lamp, a fabric hammock, powerstrip
with timer, non-adhesive shelf liner for
substrate and calcium powder just to name a
few. I will also add these items to the STEAM
lab amazon list if you would like to see what
these products are or donate items to DART.
Thanks!
Mrs Yates

January outlines
K-  Animals Needs and Survival



Students discovered that adult plants and animals can have young. In
many kinds of animals, parents and the o�spring themselves engage in
behaviors that help the o�spring to survive.

1st-   Seasonal Patterns
Students discovered seasonal patterns of sunrise and sunset. We learned
that patterns in the natural world can be observed, used to describe
phenomena and used as evidence.

2nd- Erosion and Earth’ Surfaces
Students explore the di�erent types of landforms and the basics of maps.
We learned that maps show where things are located. One can map the
shapes and kinds of land and water in any area. To elaborate on this topic
students created physical models to represent landforms and patterns in
geographical features. Then using our models, we created maps that show
land and water in specified areas.

3rd- Inheritance of Traits and Variation of Traits
Students are currently  studying di�erent organisms that vary in how they
look and function because they have di�erent inherited traits. This is done
by observing characteristics of parents and o�spring of di�erent types of
animals. We also look at variation of traits between di�erent individuals of
the same type of animals and plants. Our activity “Design an Animal” is well
underway. I am excited to see what new and futuristic species the students
create. Look for these to be on display around the school.

4th- Exploring Plate Tectonics
Students have learned that Earth’s surface is complex and dynamic. The
surface of the Earth is made of a set of interconnected systems that
interact over a wide range of time and space.  In a series of lab activities,
students create a model to see how movement of the Earth’s tectonic
plates changes our planet’s surface. This hands on activity includes
cookies and shaving cream!

Picture gallery
2nd grade students with their island creations. This activity was a part of the lab activities
throughout our unit on Earth’s surfaces and landforms



K-1 took the Polar Plunge during the Artic Winter Centers.
Students put to test a polar bear mitten lined with “blubber” to understand why a polar
bear can withstand such icy cold water much better than us humans can!

Upcoming events

Book Fair starts Jan 30th!
Steam and the library will be in collaboration with space themed

storybook and steam activities

February = topics
K: Hearts/ Kings and Queens
1: Animal Traits and Survival
2: Animal Diversities
3: Life Cycles Plants and Animals
4: Volcanoes and The Rock Cycle



Ways to help out in STEAM

If you would like to donate items to steam there is a donation tub outside
of the steam room (rm 109) to place your donations. We accept gently used
items such as games, toys, art supplies, o�ce supplies and recyclables.
These might be cereal boxes, wrapping paper tubes, plastic containers or
jars for example.

If you like to shop check out the steam lab’s amazon wish list here
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3FC51NNNOOP3Z?ref_=wl_share
This list is randomly updated. You can ship directly to the school or have a
student bring the item in.
As always, thank you for your continued support! It is greatly appreciated!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3FC51NNNOOP3Z?ref_=wl_share

